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ABSTRACT
Currently, ocean wave energy is a novel means of
electricity generation that is projected to potentially serve as a
primary energy source in coastal areas. However, for wave
energy converters (WECs) to be applicable on a scale that
allows for grid implementation, these devices will need to be
placed in close relative proximity to each other. From what’s
been learned in the wind industry of the U.S., the placement of
these devices will require optimization considering both cost
and power. However, current research regarding optimized
WEC layouts only considers the power produced. This work
explores the development of a genetic algorithm (GA) that will
create optimized WEC layouts where the objective function
considers both the economics involved in the array’s
development as well as the power generated. The WEC
optimization algorithm enables the user to either constrain the
number of WECs to be included in the array, or allow the
algorithm to define this number. To calculate the objective
function, potential arrays are evaluated using cost information
from Sandia National Labs Reference Model Project, and
power development is calculated such that WEC interaction
affects are considered. Results are presented for multiple test
scenarios and are compared to previous literature, and the
implications of a priori system optimization for offshore
renewables are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
With the current desire to incorporate renewable forms of
low-carbon energy sources into energy portfolios, many
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countries are actively interested in extracting electricity from
the ocean’s waves and tides. According to the United States
Department of Energy (DOE), ocean waves, ocean tides, and
river currents theoretically have enough power to satisfy over
one third of the country’s needs [1]. Additionally, over fifty
percent of the US population lives within fifty miles of a
coastline [1]. As such, electricity generated from the ocean
would have a short distance to reach the areas of need. Beyond
grid implementation, marine energy could prove to be a major
factor in the energy security of remote islands or coastal
communities whose primary source of electricity involves the
transportation of fossil fuels over great distances.
While the need for and use of wave energy is apparent,
extracting energy from the ocean presents many novel
challenges – from the design of the WECs themselves, to
smoothing the generated power to accommodate fluctuation.
Due to the volatile and powerful nature of the ocean, it is vital
that developers have accurate information regarding all facets
of WEC development and implementation. Currently the
majority of WEC devices are still in the development stage, but
companies are rapidly approaching full scale testing and
deployment.
With the onset of installing full-scale devices, it is
important to begin focusing research attention on the
integration of grid scale WEC arrays. One of the primary
aspects to consider is that of array configuration and how this
can be optimized. To best assist developers and promote the
industry’s potential success, a methodology is being developed
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to suggest optimal array configurations such that cost over the
lifetime is minimized while power generated is maximized.
PREVIOUS APPROACHES
A unique feature of this work is the consideration of cost in
the objective function, where previous research concerning
WEC array optimization has focused solely on the
maximization of power. With the challenge of creating a device
to both survive and harness the ocean’s energy, maximizing
power generation is important in demonstrating the potential of
these devices, but there are clear trade-offs between an array’s
ability to develop power and the cost of installing and
maintaining the devices. One metric employed in existing
literature regarding optimal array layouts, the interaction factor,
q, is given in Eq. 1.
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Where N is the number of devices, Parray is the power
extracted from the array, and Pisolated is the power extracted
from one device in isolation. Just as wind turbines affect the
power extraction of turbines in the nearby vicinity, when WECs
are placed in relative close proximity to each other the power
output is affected due to the fluid interaction of the device and
the water. Interestingly (and in contrast to our understanding of
wind turbine interaction), the radiated and scattered waves
caused by devices have been found to create an interaction
factor greater than one [2].
When considering arrays of wave energy converters there
are many factors that can influence the value of q. Recently,
Andrés et al. summarized these factors, which include the
number of WECs, distance between the WECs, arrangement of
WECs, incident wave direction, and wave climate [3]. They
found that, given limited layout designs with between two and
four WECs, a triangular shape gave best results for a wave field
of different directions and a square shape was best for a
unidirectional wave field with the waves coming in towards a
corner of the square [3]. Cruz et al. and Ballard et al. found that
in addition to the layout, control of the WEC’s power take off
characteristics could also cause an increase in q [4][5].
Fitzgerald and Thomas note that while it is possible to achieve
a value of q greater than one when there is little variation in the
incident wave direction, it is important to consider the
variability of this direction [6]. Balitsky et al. found that
implementing a global control scheme on an array could vastly
improve the power produced by a WEC array, especially when
compared to the array’s passive response. They proposed that
the utilization of control schemes for maximizing power could
be more influential than array configuration. The authors also
noted that developers would need to evaluate the costs
associated with device layout and with control implementation
[7]. In their configuration study off the coast of Portugal, Ricci
et al. report that the interaction effects experienced between
devices may become negligible at certain distances based on

device geometry. They suggest this distance to be roughly four
times the device radius [8].
Of the layout optimization approaches found, only the
work of Vicente et al. mentions the potential effect that
physical implementation costs could have on device
configuration [9]. Layout cost could be affected, and potentially
reduced, if the devices are placed in such a way that mooring,
electrical transfer and grid connection could be shared. While
the potential effect of cost on layout configuration is
mentioned, Vicente et al.’s work focuses solely on the power
produced by several potential layouts – line, hexagon, triangle,
rectangle, and trapezoid. They suggest that the increased power
due to the interaction factor may have a limited effect on array
performance given stochastic sea states, and the inclusion of
cost factors could have a greater influence on device proximity
[9].
The primary referenced work in regards to the optimization
of WEC arrays is that of Child and Venugopal [10]–[12]. The
array modeled is that of five cylindrical heaving point absorbers
attached to the bottom via taught tethers – essentially restricting
device movement to the vertical direction (heave). Assuming
linear wave theory, three cases are considered – maximizing
power development using real-tuned devices, maximizing
power development using reactively tuned devices, and
minimizing power development using reactively tuned devices.
The difference between real-tuning and reactive tuning is
whether scattered waves or radiated waves are considered to be
more dominant and thus affects the coefficients involved in the
power take off parameters. Additionally, the arrays were
created assuming a regular sea state and incident wave direction
of zero (due east). To find potential layouts, Child and
Venugopal utilized two optimization methods – a Parabolic
Intersection (PI) method, and MATLAB’s Genetic Algorithm
(GA) toolbox. The PI method placed devices such that they are
affected by the parabola-shaped scattered waves generated by
device(s) closer to the oncoming wave. Both methods resulted
in relatively similar layouts, where the five WECs were
positioned in the shape of a ‘W’, with the bottom two points
pointed towards the oncoming wave and the three upper points
located down-wave. In this manner the down-wave devices
were affected by the scattered and radiated waves of the upwave devices. The results from the GA using reactive tuning
gave the greatest increase in the interaction factor; however, the
computational effort of the PI method was much less and gave
comparable results.
Garrad Hassan (now DNV-GL), the creator of WindFarmer
(a wind farm optimization tool), is also working on developing
WaveFarmer to optimize WEC arrays [13]. In discussing the
development of WaveFarmer, two optimization cases were
presented involving point absorbers – an array with four
devices and an array with ten devices. Both of these case
studies, evaluated at a unidirectional incident wave, attempted
to maximize the array power produced. The first case study,
involving an array of four point absorbers, set the placement of
the devices at the corners of a square and then optimized based
on adjusting the power take off characteristics of each
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individual WEC. In case two, the ten devices were allowed to
arrange themselves given certain constraints. The minimum
center-to-center distance between devices was three times the
WEC diameter and the maximum separation distance was ten
diameters. The arrangement that maximized the power was that
of two lines almost orthogonal to the incident wave with five
WECs in each line, where the rows were offset from one
another. Both cases presented results that demonstrated an
increased interaction factor. An advancement that this work
makes over the previously mentioned work of Child and
Venugopal is the inclusion of an irregular wave set generated
using a Bretschneider spectrum [4]. This allows for a more
realistic optimization scenario. Unfortunately DNV-GL has not
disclosed their method for optimization.
The layout that is most often utilized for comparative
evaluation is similar to those created by Child and Venugopal
and DNV-GL, involving rows of devices perpendicular to the
incident waves with each row offset from its up-wave neighbor.
Examples of this method can be seen in the development of
Sandia National Lab’s SNL-SWAN [14], the experimental
observations of array affects on regular waves in Porter et al.
[15], and the basin tests concerning mooring loads done by
Krivtsov and Linfoot [16].
Current research involving how WECs should be placed in
relation to each other in arrays solely incorporates the array’s
power development without including other aspects such as
physical cost, which could affect the proposed layout as cost is
an inhibiting factor to the utility-scale implementation of WEC
devices [17]. Given the multi-objective nature of the WEC
arrays optimization problem, and the complexity of the
resource, implementing a Genetic Algorithm to optimize the
layout is advantageous. The current state of the art in regards to
array optimization employs MATLAB’s GA toolbox [10]–[12],
but the application of this black-box method precludes both GA
tuning capability and the incorporation of real-world
complexity in modeling and objective evaluation.
The work presented in this paper shows the development
of a custom GA that, in addition to determining WEC array
power development, also incorporates cost and wave direction.
The following section will present the methodologies used to
calculate cost and power. Then the details of the GA will be
discussed, including the specific parameters used to create the
results presented in this paper. These results will be compared
to existing layouts from the work of Child and Venugopal [11],
and DNV-GL [4]. Finally, conclusions from the comparisons
will be presented and plans for future development of the GA
will be discussed.
POWER AND COST MODELING
A key difficulty in optimizing WEC arrays is the
characterization of a device’s behavior in the wave resource.
To achieve accurate results, the power model must account for
the behavior of the oncoming incident waves that are
experienced by a WEC, as well as the scattered and radiated
waves caused by nearby devices. Marine energy research has
shown that the interaction between devices could prove to have

a positive impact on the power development of an array as a
whole – that is, the interaction factor shown in Eq. 1 might
yield a value greater than one.
The first step in determining the power development of a
WEC array is to understand the behavior of a WEC in isolation.
To do so, the linear wave-body software WAMIT [18] is
utilized and the hydrodynamic properties of damping, added
mass, and hydrostatic matrices are found over a range of
incident wave directions, for a specified water depth and range
of wave periods. Once these properties have been determined,
the power calculation is performed analytically. With the
hydrodynamic properties, the force transfer matrix, diffraction
matrix, and the radiated wave coefficients are found for a single
device.

FIGURE 1: CHANGE IN WAVE HEIGHT [m/m] AROUND
AN ISOLATED WAVE ENERGY CONVERTER

Once the power generation is found for a device in
isolation, then an array can be formulated by considering
device orientation, wave scattering, and wave radiation.
Depending on the device being utilized, the power produced
may depend on its orientation and as such the orientation of all
the WECs must be accounted for and the hydrodynamic
properties adjusted accordingly. Looking at the scattered waves
of a plane incident wave, the excitation force experienced by
each device is found using the force transfer matrix calculated
previously. Finally the added mass and damping of the array is
calculated by implementing the radiated wave coefficients.
Greater detail of this process can be seen in the work of McNatt
et al. [19]. The power is then found using Eq. 2.
!=
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! is the complex exciting force and B is the damping [20].
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To calculate the cost associated with an array, Sandia
National Laboratory’s Reference Model Project (RMP) was
utilized [21]. The information presented in the RMP is in the
early stages of development due to limited knowledge
regarding realistic array cost. However, the RMP is currently
the most comprehensive WEC array cost model available, and
as such, will be employed in the current work. In general, the
cost for a WEC array is divided into capital expenditures
(CAPEX), and operations and maintenance (O&M) [21].
Figures 2 & 3 show how the CAPEX and O&M costs are
structured.

FIGURE 2: CAPEX CATEGORIES AND ASSOCIATED
COSTS FOR 1, 10, 50, AND 100 DEVICES
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In the objective function, P20 refers to the kilowatt-hours
generated by the array over a 20-year lifespan.
GENETIC ALGORITHM METHODOLOGY
The binary genetic algorithm (GA) utilized for this work is
an evolutionary method of optimization in which families of
solutions are formed based on the biological processes of
offspring production. A GA was chosen due to its ability to
efficiently calculate an overarching objective and converge
upon an optimal solution, while accommodating the many
discrete and continuous factors that need to be considered.
These factors at this stage include the type of WEC, ocean
wave data, and cost information. Additionally, the use of a
binary GA readily allows for a minimum distance constraint
between devices. The overarching process is described as
follows.
To begin, an initial set of parents, each representing a
potential array layout, is generated with random WEC
placement. Utilizing a discretized space facilitates the manner
in which a parent represents an array layout. The space in
which the devices will be placed is sectioned based on a
defined resolution. Each space either does (1) or does not (0)
contain a WEC. The space is then separated horizontally and
placed into a row vector thus creating a parent. The process is
demonstrated in Fig. 4 where there are three WECs to be placed
and the resolution is 3x3, resulting in a string with length of 9
bits. In binary form, the cells with a converter would contain a
1 and the cells without would contain a 0.

FIGURE 3: O&M COST CATEGORIES AND ASSOCIATED
COSTS FOR 1, 10, 50, AND 100 DEVICES

With the information gathered from the RMP, a formula
based on the number of devices, N, in an array was developed
(Eq. 3). This formulation assumes a lifetime of twenty years for
the array.
!"#$ = 3 10
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Since it is understood that a realistic formulation should
also include factors such as the length of electrical cables and
mooring lines, Eq. 3 currently acts as a placeholder in the
objective function and will prevent devices from flooding the
space when the number of devices is not limited in future work.
The utilization of a cost equation that only considers the
number of devices is consistent with previous early stage
energy system optimization [22]. With values for the power and
cost, the object function to be minimized is given in Eq. 4.
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the location of the second parent’s third WEC, while the second
parent would acquire a WEC at the location of the first parent’s
third WEC. Figure 5 illustrates an example where the second of
three WECs is randomly chosen for crossover.
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FIGURE 5: EXAMPLE OF CROSSOVER PROCESS UTILIZED
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FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF THE TRANSFORMATION FORM
LAYOUT TO PARENT VECTOR

The parents are evaluated using the objective function of
cost divided by power, as given in Eq. 4. Arranging the
objective as such implies that an increase in power and/or a
decrease in cost will lower the objective function evaluation.
Also, as the cost and power models increase in accuracy the
objective function value would be a useful parameter in the
future for comparing the viability of wave energy with different
energy sources.
Once the parents are initially generated, evaluated, and
sorted, children are created using elitism, crossover, mutation,
and random layout generation. Each of these facets is a tunable
parameter that can be adjusted in order to help the GA converge
upon a solution.
In the current GA, elitism involves the exact duplication of
an upper percentage of the best parents – essentially meaning
that a certain number of the children will be an identical layout
as the parents. For the number of parents that are cloned, the
same number of parents are removed and replaced by randomly
generated layouts – introducing random solutions throughout
the process helps to prevent the GA from getting caught in local
minima.
Crossover occurs for an upper percentage of the parents
and involves the mating of those parents that were also cloned.
This is done in order to influence the propagation of better
solutions. Due to the sparse nature of the space (with only 5
WECs being considered), mated pairs of parents have a device
(or devices) randomly chosen to crossover between the parents.
For example, with 5 WECs to choose from, if the third WEC is
randomly chosen then the first parent would acquire a WEC at

Once the children are created via crossover, then mutation
is implemented. For these children, based on a defined rate, a
certain number of cells are flipped. Because the number of
devices is being limited at this stage in the work, if an array has
a cell changed in mutation, then an opposing cell in that array is
flipped as well in order to maintain the given number of
devices.
Once children have been created, they are evaluated using
the objective function, then sorted and evaluated for
convergence. For convergence, a certain percentage of the
children must be identical in layout. If convergence is attained
then the algorithm stops and the solution is returned, otherwise,
the children become parents and the process begins again. This
process is visualized as a flowchart in Fig. 6.
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FIGURE 6: GENETIC ALGORITHM FLOWCHART

Essentially, the GA is emulating the process in which
chromosomes are passed from parents to children throughout
generations while benefitting from prescribed mutations.
NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
The device modeled is that of a truncated cylinder attached
tautly, via a spring and damper, to the ocean floor. Constrained
only to movement in the heave or vertical direction, the point
absorber has a radius, a, of 1 meter, a draft, d, of 1 meter and is
in a water depth, h, of 8 meters. This is a scaled WEC that
represents a device with a radius of 5 m in a water depth of 40
m [11]. While there is currently significant variation in WEC
device design, the use of a truncated cylinder is appropriate due
to its common applicability in previous literature. To facilitate
comparison, the device size and the water depth are the same as
was utilized in previous work [11]. Figure 7 shows the shape of
the device below the water surface – the shape above the
surface has no affect on the hydrodynamic interaction.

0

-0.5

-0.5
-1

Perform Elitism

No

0.5

0

-1

[m]

FIGURE 7: THE TRUNCATED CYLINDER BELOW THE
WATER LEVEL

An important parameter to note is the restricted incident
wave angle of 0o. The arrays found by the methods presented in
this paper will be compared against previous optimized layouts
suggested by [11] and [4] and in both of these works the wave
angle is set to be at a fixed value. While the current GA is
capable of considering a more realistic sea state, a fixed angle
is used for comparison. To calculate the power development, a
sea state is applied using a Bretschneider spectrum with a
significant wave height of 2 m, a modal frequency of 0.2 Hz
and a range of periods from 4 to 8 seconds in half-second
intervals. Multiple preliminary trial runs of the GA were
conducted in order to empirically derive appropriate parameter
values, as given in Tables 1 and 2.
TABLE 1: TUNABLE SPACE PARAMETERS

Space Parameters
Case

# Of
WECs

Resolution
(l x w)

Minimum Separation
Distance

(A)

5

10 x 10

3*diameter [4] = 6 m

(B)

5

10 x 10

3m

TABLE 2: TUNABLE GA PARAMETERS

Genetic Algorithm Parameters
Case (A)

6

Case (B)!

# Of Parents

100

100!

Elitism Rate

10%

8%!

Crossover Rate

80%

84%!

Mutation Rate

0.2%

0.2%!

Convergence
Requirement

50%

50%!
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For both of these cases, due to the stochastic nature of this
GA and the constrained placement of each device, convergence
on multiple comparably optimal layouts was implicated. The
optimal configurations presented here are those achieved the
most consistently which had the best objective evaluation.
Concerning Case (A), two similar consistent layouts were
converged upon. Layout (A) is the solution of Case (A) that has
the lowest objective evaluation and is shown in Fig. 8.

54
48
42
36
30

60
54
48
42
36
30
24
18
12
6
0

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
Offshore (East is to the right) [m]

To better compare the results of Layouts (A) and (A’) the
wave field interactions with the layouts are examined. In both
cases the devices appear to be lining themselves up to take
advantage of the greater wave heights generated by the upwave devices. Layout (A) also suggests that a WEC doesn’t
necessarily have to be down-wave from another in order to
benefit. The north most device in Fig. 10 is both taking
advantage of the waves scattered by the device below it as well
as benefitting the device to the south. In contrast, the uppermost
device in Fig. 11 only minimally benefits any other devices
with its scattered waves, which probably explains the higher
objective function and lower interaction factor calculated for
Layout (A’) in Table 3.

24

Disturbance coefficient (Hs/Hs0)

60

18

1.05
1.04

12

50

6
0

0

FIGURE 9: OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF CASE (A), LAYOUT (A’)

0

6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60
Offshore (East is to the right) [m]

FIGURE 8: OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF CASE (A), LAYOUT (A)

For the majority of the layouts develop from Case (A), the
devices were offset from one another. Interesting, a slight
variation of Case (A) was also obtained several times. This
alternative solution, Layout (A’), is shown in Fig. 9. Layout
(A’) has the same diamond shape facing the oncoming wave,
but doesn’t have any WECs vertically next to each other. This
Layout (A’) does have a larger objective evaluation, but only
by a very small amount. (See Table 3)

Alongshore (North is up) [m]

Alongshore (North is up) [m]

60

Alongshore (North is up) [m]

In Table 1, ‘l’ refers to the alongshore direction, SouthNorth, and ‘w’ refers to the offshore direction, West-East. The
resolution refers to how many potential locations a WEC could
be located in an array (e.g. In a space with resolution 10x10,
there are 100 potential locations to place the 5 WECs).
Consideration was given to the resolution so as to avoid
limiting the space and missing potential optimal configurations.
The minimum separation value is the center-to-center distance
of neighboring cells. A minimum distance was used to replicate
the need to minimize physical device interaction. In addition to
the primary test case, Case (A), an alternative case, Case (B),
was run at which the minimum separation distance is 3 m and
the elitism rate is 8%. Additionally for the crossover step, two
WECs were chosen to crossover between parents.
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FIGURE 10: LAYOUT (A) WAVE FIELD
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FIGURE 11: LAYOUT (A’) WAVE FIELD

In contrast to the Layouts (A) and (A’) generated by Case
(A), Case (B) obtained the result shown in Fig. 12.

5

FIGURE 13: CASE (B) WAVE FIELD

Also, examining the objective function evaluations in
Table 3 reveals a lower value for Case (B) than for Case (A).
This lower value would suggest that an increase in the
interaction factor could be best achieved through radiated
waves rather than via the diffracted waves. However, the
objective function does not take into consideration the cost
which could be associated with potentially damaging a device
by placing it too close to it’s neighbor. As the cost and power
models gain fidelity in the future, it will be interesting to see
which, if either, of the radiated or scattered waves dominates in
regards to interaction effect. Given the information available
now the objective function evaluations and interaction factors
found for the cases are summarized in Table 3.
TABLE 3: RESULTS FROM LAYOUTS (A), (A’) & CASE (B)

0

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
Offshore (East is to the right) [m]

FIGURE 12: OPTIMAL SOLUTION OF CASE (B)

Interestingly, when the devices are allowed a smaller
separation distance, the tendency is to line themselves up in
pairs with one directly down-wave from another at the
minimum allowable distance. Examining Fig. 13 shows areas
of increased wave heights between the devices that are inline
with the incident wave. This increase in significant wave height
behind the up-wave devices could be due to each device
radiating waves for the other’s benefit.

(A)
(A’)
(B)

Objective Function
3.7920
3.7994
3.7737

Interaction Factor (q)
1.019
1.017
1.024

Now that the results from the developed genetic algorithm
have been presented and evaluated, they will be compared
against the results found by [11] and [4]. To begin, Child and
Venugopal utilized two methods to optimize a layout. Figures
14 and 15 demonstrated a representation of the results
achieved. Both results have a similar ‘W’ shape with the waves
approaching towards the side of the ‘W’ that has two points.
The PI method gives similar results as what was generated by
the current GA, but despite the similar nature of device
placement, this method is limited both in its ability to account
for different wave directions and the lack of cost objective.
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The second layout generated by Child and Venugopal were
made utilizing MATLAB’s GA toolbox. The converters appear
in essentially two roughly parallel lines that are not orthogonal
to the oncoming incident wave.

60
Alongshore (North is up) [m]

400

200

0
-400

FIGURE 14: LAYOUT GENERATED BY PARABOLIC
INTERSECTION IN [11]

-200
0
200
400
Offshore (East is to the right) [m]

600

FIGURE 16: LAYOUT GENERATED BY DNV-GL IN [4]

Due to the proprietary nature of the WaveFarmer software,
little description of the optimization method is offered. Visually
however, it is clear that the resulting two offset lines are again
roughly parallel, but still not quite perpendicular to the
oncoming wave.
Qualitatively, the results presented in [11] and [4] look
very similar to those of the current genetic algorithm –
especially considering the complexity of modeling devices in
the ocean. Table 4 displays the interaction factors from Child
and Venugopal, and DNV-GL’s best results with the q found
for Layout (A).

40

TABLE 4: INTERACTION FACTOR COMPARISON

q

20
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-20
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FIGURE 15: LAYOUT GENERATED BY MATLAB’S GENETIC
ALGORITHM IN [11]

In the work presented by DNV-GL [4], a larger array of 10
devices is considered. Figure 16 shows the resulting solution.

PI

MATLAB GA

DNV-GL

LAYOUT (A)

1.787

2.010

1.046

1.019

It should be noted that the means of power calculation for
all research groups is not known and as such these value are not
accurately compared. However, it is worth noting that all
demonstrate a higher power development when arrayed and
working together, rather than separately. Also the value stated
for the PI method seems to be high, but variation in objective
evaluation between this method and the current GA impede
direct comparison of the relative optimality of the resulting
layouts.
Another issue with the current state of the optimization
scenarios cited in this work is the set direction for the incident
wave. A WEC in the ocean will experience waves coming from
multiple directions, and to achieve the most real-world accurate
resulting layout, this variability should be incorporated as it
could drastically change an array design. Additionally, in the PI
and MATLAB GA models, calculations were done with a
simplistic regular wave assumption rather than utilizing a
spectrum such as the Bretschneider spectrum used for the
presented GA.
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CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The future of the marine energy industry depends heavily
on pursuing every avenue to increase wave energy technology’s
cost competitiveness. One such factor is helping to ensure a
seamless transition from single product demonstration to array
grid integration. With the amount of risk investors see in
regards to placing devices in the ocean, it is important to be
prepared when implementing arrays to avoid unnecessary costs.
As such, while research in optimizing arrays has only
performed evaluations based on the power produced, there is a
demonstrated need for a more robust optimization method that
will include cost in its objective function.
This paper has shown that the developed genetic algorithm
is a useful tool for suggesting possible layouts. Layouts (A) and
(A’) of Case (A) demonstrated what a potential array could
look like given a minimum distance of three times the WEC
diameter where the devices arranged themselves to benefit from
the scattering waves of their neighbors. When comparing these
results to those of Case (B), the question is raised of which
minimum distance constraint might be more important for
increasing the interaction factor between radiated and scattered
waves.
When comparing the GA method presented in this paper to
previous work, it was shown that the previous optimization
variations were lacking in regards to allowing only a fixed
incident wave direction and limiting their number of devices to
a defined number. Now that this GA has been validated against
these previous optimization frameworks, the problem will be
expanded to allow flexibility in the number of WECs placed in
a layout as well as incorporating multidirectional wave
spectrum.
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